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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document defines the interface between the Solar Orbiter SOC and those Solar Orbiter 
instrument teams who will provide low latency data in CDF format (nominally the in situ 
instrument teams: EPD, MAG, RPW, SWA; henceforth referred to as the in situ teams). It 
outlines the responsibilities both of the SOC and the in situ teams with regard to the 
generation of low latency data files at the SOC. This document specifies the format and 
some aspects of the content and metadata of the low latency CDF files. A similar ICD is 
available for the low latency data in FITS format [LLFITSICD]. 

1.1 Applicable Documents 

[SEGU]  SOL-SGS-TN-0006, SOC Engineering Guidelines for External Users 
 

1.2 Reference Documents 

[LLFITSICD]  SOL-SGS-ICD-0005, Solar Orbiter ICD for LL Data FITS Files 
[LLTN] SOL-SGS-TN-0003, Solar Orbiter Low Latency Data – Concept and 

Implementation 
 [METADATA] SOL-SGS-TN-0009, Metadata Definition for Solar Orbiter Science 

Data  
[TEMPLATE] SOL-SGS-OTH-0002, Dataset Description Document Template for 

Low Latency CDF Files 
[CDF_DOC]  CDF User’s Guide v3.6, available from http://cdf.gsfc.nasa.gov  
[ISTP]   ISTP Guidelines Page, http://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/istp_guide/ 

1.3 Acronyms and Abbreviations 

1.4 Low Latency Data Concept 

The low latency data concept and content of the different instruments’ low latency data is 
described in full in [LLTN]. However, the concept is briefly summarised here.  
 
Low latency data represent a limited subset the payload’s science data that are downlinked 
with the highest priority after platform and payload housekeeping. The maximum allowed 
size of low latency data (nominally 1MB per instrument per day) is chosen such that 1 day’s 
low latency data can be downlinked in a single communications pass even during periods 
of poor communications performance. The low latency concept and data content have been 
designed to fulfil an operational need for prompt visibility of payload activities, namely: 

1. To perform crude checks of instrument performance and science data quality. 
2. To allow instruments implementing selective data downlink to choose the telemetry 

to retrieve. 
3. To allow the improvement of pointing profile and/or retargeting when tracking solar 

features. 
Low Latency data are not intended to be of publication quality. 
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2. LOW LATENCY DATA PROCESSING 

Low latency data will be processed at the SOC, first using instrument team provided 
software. This will take the form of a single processing pipeline per instrument delivered as 
a virtual machine. The output of each pipeline will then be augmented by SOC-provided 
software (“post processing”), which will perform operations that are common to more than 
one instrument, thus ensuring consistency across the payload. The SOC will provide web-
based visualisations of the low latency data and will make available the entire payload’s low 
latency data to each instrument team, with the possible exception of certain technical 
parameters that will be made available only to the generating instrument team. There will 
be the facility to make a subset of the low latency data, and the visualisations thereof, 
publically available. Note that instrument teams are free to process their own low latency 
data as they see fit, in addition to providing input to the SOC-produced low latency data. 

2.1 Instrument Team Responsibilities 

Each in situ team will provide to the SOC a software pipeline in the form of a virtual 
machine, to be resident in the SOC, that will take as input raw telemetry packets containing 
their instrument’s low latency data and output that data in CDF format. Technical details 
regarding the implementation of the virtual machines and pipelines are given in [SEGU]. 
Details regarding the required file format, content and metadata are outlined in section 3 
of this document and in [METADATA]. Each in situ team will also provide a low latency 
dataset description document according to [TEMPLATE] that will allow SOC to post 
process and visualise the output of the instrument team provided pipelines. 

2.2 SOC Responsibilities 

SOC will host the instrument pipelines and retrieve the low latency data from MOC after 
downlink, passing it as input to the instrument pipelines. SOC will also post process the 
output of the pipelines, applying operations that will include, but not necessarily be limited 
to, time conversion from SCET to UTC and transformation of vector and tensor parameters 
from instrument coordinates to an appropriate scientific coordinate system. SOC will not 
apply calibrations to the output of the instrument pipelines. SOC will also provide a simple 
web-based visualisation tool for the low latency data that will include some form of access 
control, so visibility of low latency data can be restricted to the Solar Orbiter teams should 
this be required by instrument teams, although public access will also be possible. SOC will 
also distribute the low latency data files via the Solar Orbiter Science Archive, hosted at 
ESAC. 

3. FILE FORMAT, CONTENT AND METADATA 

This section describes the format, content and metadata of both the output from the 
instrument pipelines and SOC. 

3.1 File Format and Naming for Low Latency Data Files 

Low Latency pipelines provided by the in situ teams should output data in CDF format 
[CDF_DOC]. CDF files should be version 3.6. The output files from the instrument 
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pipelines will be classified as Level LL01 data, according to the specification in 
[METADATA]. The CDF files will be named according to the file naming convention 
described in [METADATA], with the exceptions that the filename shall contain the coarse 
SCET of the first and last record in the file in decimal, each padded to 10 digits, rather than 
any UTC timetag, the version number is the generation date and time of the file to minute 
resolution and incomplete files (see below) are given the suffix ‘I’ after the version number. 
For example, 1 incomplete day of low latency magnetic field vectors from MAG may be 
named: 
 

solo_LL01_mag-vec_0000000000-0000086399_V201810120000I.cdf 
 
The output of SOC post processing will be version 3.5 CDF files named according to the 
Solar Orbiter filename convention and will be classified as Level LL02, as defined in 
[METADATA]. Any further data files containing parameters derived from multiple 
instruments’ LL02 data (e.g. plasma beta, Alfvén Mach number) will be produced as part of 
SOC post processing and classified as Level LL03 files according to [METADATA]. These 
will also be provided in CDF format. Note that any predefined visualisations of the LL data 
produced for the LL data display tool will also be classified as LL03 but are not considered 
here. 

3.2 File Content for Low Latency CDF Files 

Pipelines may split their output into files containing different groups of parameters based 
on their envisioned use, e.g. scientific parameters and technical/engineering parameters. 
See [SEGU] for details. In this case each different type of file should have a unique data 
product name as explained in the Solar Orbiter filename convention in [METADATA]. 

3.2.1 File Duration 

Any LL01 file that is output from an in situ instrument pipeline will have a duration of one 
“pseudo day”, i.e. 86400 coarse ticks of the onboard clock, counting from the zero epoch of 
the clock.  Pipelines will be provided with all the necessary packets to produce a complete 
pseudo day whenever those are available, when insufficient packets are available to 
complete a day, the pipeline should process as much as possible and mark the file as 
incomplete, see 3.2.2, below and [SEGU] for details. 
 
The LL02 files produced by SOC will have the same duration to the LL01 file used as input, 
i.e. there will be 1:1 mapping between LL01 and LL02 files. Duration of LL03 files will 
depend on the post-processing applied. The LL02 and LL03 files will be made available 
both direct from the SOC and also via the Solar Orbiter Archive (SOAR). In the case of files 
made available from the archive, there will be two ways of accessing the information 
contained within the files: by retrieving the files themselves and also by directly searching 
the parameters contained within those files, that will have been ingested directly into the 
archive database.  

3.2.2 Gap Handling and Fill Values 
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If there are data gaps and discontinuities in the time series of data, introduction of fill 
values is not mandatory, however it is not proscribed either. This includes any fill values 
necessary to pad the file to the required duration, i.e. a pseudo day. This ensures 
consistency in the file names of any following replacement files: only the version field incl. 
‘C’ or ‘I’ will change. If fill values are used, for padding or otherwise, the value should be 
consistent with the metadata standard. If instrument teams envisage the need to 
distinguish between these ‘padding’ fillvalues and fillvalues introduced for another reason, 
the QUALITY_BITMASK and QUALITY_FLAG metadata can be used to do so 
[METADATA]. In the case that any data gaps are detected (for example if fewer records 
than expected are available for a given duration), for which the missing data can possibly 
be retrieved later, the file should be marked incomplete. Once missing data are recovered, a 
replacement file can be produced. 

3.2.3 Notes on CDF Variable Content and Structure 

All CDF variables should be of type ZVARIABLE, not RVARIABLE (see [CDF_DOC]). 
 
LL01 files will contain SCET rather than any derived time variable. SCET should be 
formatted as a real number decimal representation of the ticks, with a decimal point 
separating the 4 byte coarse time (on board pseudo-seconds) and the 2 byte fine time 
converted to a fraction of a pseudo-second (i.e. x/2^16). UTC will be added to LL02 files 
payload-wide in SOC post processing.  
 
Scientific parameters in LL01 files will be in physical units wherever this is appropriate, 
rather than as raw values (particle count rates are considered physical units in this 
context). SOC post processing will not alter the units of any scientific parameters for 
inclusion in LL02 files. 
 
Multidimensional data should be represented as a single variable with the required 
dimensions, rather than several variables with fewer dimensions. For example energetic 
electron flux data with 16 pixels and 32 energy channels should be represented as variable 
containing a 16x32 array for each record (i.e. timetag) in the file. Vector and tensor 
quantities in LL01 files (e.g. dc magnetic field, plasma pressure tensor) should be 
expressed in Cartesian instrument coordinates and not be corrected for spacecraft motion. 
Transformation to a scientific coordinate system (RTN, see Appendix A) will be done 
during SOC post processing and included in LL02 files. It is not envisioned that LL data 
will be corrected for spacecraft motion. 
 
The content and structure of each LL01 file for a particular instrument will be described in 
that instrument’s Low Latency Dataset Description Document, for which [TEMPLATE] is a 
template. This will include the names and variable numbers of all CDF variables and 
attributes so the SOC can read the LL01 files and hence use them to produce LL02 and 
LL03 files. The SOC will produce an equivalent document for each instrument describing 
their LL02 files and a further document describing any LL03 files. 
 
LL02 files from SOC post processing will contain all of the variables from the equivalent 
LL01 file. Post processing will add variables in scientific coordinate systems, correlated 
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time tags etc, rather than replacing instrument team-generated content. The one exception 
to this philosophy is for global attributes that would be misleading if copied directly from 
LL01 files to LL02 files. 

3.3 Metadata for Low Latency In Situ Data 

In common with all other Solar Orbiter science data, the low latency data will follow the 
Solar Orbiter metadata standard, fully defined in [METADATA]. The Solar Orbiter CDF 
standard is derived from the ISTP standard [ISTP] and is composed of ISTP Mandatory 
(M), Solar Orbiter Mandatory (P) and Optional (O) metadata. Those M and P metadata 
relevant to low latency data must be included and are described below, divided according 
to whether the metadata are expected to be included in the LL01 output from instrument 
pipelines or will be added to the LL02 files produced during SOC post processing. 
Instrument teams can include any combination of the O metadata, and those M and P 
metadata not mandated for low latency files, which are described in [METADATA], as they 
deem appropriate. However, any additional metadata must be included in the instrument’s 
Low Latency dataset description document, see [TEMPLATE]. 
 
Any metadata included by the instrument team in the LL01 files will be included 
unchanged in the LL02 files unless superseded or no longer relevant. For example, 
PI_NAME will be copied to the LL02 file unchanged, while SOFTWARE_VERSION will be 
changed from the version number of the instrument pipeline to that of the SOC post 
processing pipeline. Heritage will be maintained through use of the PARENTS attribute of 
the LL02 files, which will include the name of the equivalent LL01 file as well as any 
ephemeris or auxiliary files used in computing coordinate transformations etc. 

3.3.1 Support Data Variables 

Support data variables are treated exactly the same as data variables and can contain 
record-varying metadata, for example timetags, or record invariant metadata, for example 
a table of energy bins, that are required to interpret data. In both cases, these should be 
explicitly linked to the relevant data variables via variable scope attributes, which are 
defined in section 3.3.3. The expected minimum set of support data variables that must be 
included in LL01 files are listed in Table 3-1. Updated and additional support data variables 
that will be included in LL02 files are listed in Table 3-2. Note that some mandatory 
variable scope attributes, e.g. DEPEND_1, act as pointers to support variables that are not 
listed in Table 3-1 or Table 3-2 and as such imply their creation. The details of these 
variables are not mandated so they should be fully described in the relevant dataset 
description document. 
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Table 3-1 Mandatory Support Data Variables for LL01 files 

Name Description Data Type Comment 
SCET Spacecraft Elapsed Time CDF_REAL8 A Double Precision floating point representation of onboard time. This should 

always be ZVARIABLE 0 in a LL01 CDF  
SCET_i Spacecraft elapsed time at a 

different cadence. 
CDF_REAL8 Only needed when the LL01 file contains data at N different cadences. One 

variable for each additional cadence, i.e. SCET will always exist. i = 1,N-1 
QUALITY_FLAG Human readable, high level 

indicator of data quality. 
CDF_UINT1 Fixed at 2. (see [METADATA] for details). For consistency with other Solar 

Orbiter data files this should be record-varying, despite having fixed content. 
 
 
 
Table 3-2 Additional Mandatory Support Data Variables for LL02 files 

Name Description Data Type Comment 
EPOCH Timetag after time correlation 

has been performed 
CDF_TT2000 This variable will replace SCET as ZVARIABLE 0 in LL02 files. SCET will still 

be in the LL02 files, but will be assigned a different variable number. For 
details of the CDF_TT000 data type, and conversion to UTC, see 
[METADATA]. 

EPOCH_i Equivalent to SCET_i CDF_TT2000 Equivalent to SCET_i. The value of i will be preserved between SCET_i and 
EPOCH_i 
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3.3.2 Global Attributes 

The global attribute metadata listed in Table 3-3 should be included in the LL01 files 
output by the instrument pipelines. The global attributes listed in Table 3-4 will be added 
or updated during SOC post processing in the production of LL02 files. Note that while 
some of the attributes in these tables are effectively duplicates or not always completely 
appropriate for the low latency data, they must be included to maintain compliance with 
the ISTP standard. All global attributes must be of the CDF_CHAR data type. 
 
Since low latency data produced at the SOC are operational data, rather than science data, 
SPASE and VESPA attributes will not be included in files of level LL01, LL02 or LL03. 
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Table 3-3 Mandatory Global Attributes for LL01 Files 

Name Description Comment / Default Value 
Project Name of the project Set to ‘Solar Orbiter’ 
Source_name Mission or investigation that contains 

the sensors. 
Uses ISTP “PREFIX>Suffix” Syntax. Here prefix corresponds to the 
‘SOURCE’ field in the filename. Set to ‘SOLO>Solar Orbiter’ 

Discipline Science discipline & sub-discipline Set to ‘Space Physics>Interplanetary Studies’ 
Data_type ISTP data type identifier The same value as LEVEL 
Descriptor Unique identifier of the data file type Combination of instrument, detector when appropriate, and data_product 

e.g. SWA-PAS-MOMS 
Data_version Version of the file For LL01 this should be the file generation date and time to 1 minute 

resolution, formatted as YYYYMMDDHHMN, e.g. 201901021345 
Software_version The version of the software that 

generated the CDF 
For LL01 files this must be the version of the VM delivered to ESAC, as 
specified in the name of the VM file, see [SEGU]. 

PI_name First initial and last name of the PI e.g. ‘M. Maksimovic’ 
PI_affiliation A recognisable abbreviation of the PI’s 

affiliation 
e.g. ‘LESIA, Observatoire de Paris-CNRS’ 

Text Description of the instrument and/or 
any relevant references 

As a minimum should contain a reference to the instrument paper. Can 
also contain a textual description of the instrument 

Instrument_type ISTP Instrument type Can be many valued. For allowed values see [ISTP] 
Mission_group Assigned name of the mission/project Set to ‘Solar Orbiter’ 
Logical_source Combined Source, data_type and 

descriptor information 
String containing source_name, data_type and descriptor separated by 
underscores e.g. SOLO_LL01_SWA-PAS-MOMS 

Logical_file_id The file name.  
Logical_source_description Full description of logical_source e.g. Solar Orbiter Energetic Particle Detector Level 1 Low Latency 
Rules_of_use Citability and PI access restrictions  LL01 files must include ‘Not For Publication’ 
Generated_by Generating Data Centre / group Set to ‘Solar Orbiter SOC, ESAC’ for LL01 files 
Generation_date Time of file generation In ISO8601 format (YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MN:SS) 
Mods Modification history for the file Brief description of what changed between versions 
Data_Product A unique identifier of the file content Used to distinguish between different LL files from the same instrument. 

Included in the file name, see [METADATA]. 
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Level Processing Level of the Data Set to ‘LL01>Level 1 Low Latency Data’ 
Free_Field Content of the free field in the filename Uses ISTP PREFIX>Suffix syntax. Prefix is the free field in the file name, 

only mandatory if free fields are used in the filename. 
Complete Flag to identify complete files I if data are incomplete, C if data are complete. 
 
Table 3-4 Additional and updated mandatory global attributes for LL02 files. Rows shaded blue represent updated metadata that replace 
equivalents in LL01 files. 

Name Description Comment / Default Value 
Data_type ISTP data type identifier The same value as LEVEL 
Data_version Version of the file Two character integer, zero padded e.g. 01 
Software_version The version of the software that 

generated the CDF 
For LL02 files this will be the version of the SOC Post processing Pipeline. 

Logical_source Combined Source, data_type and 
descriptor information 

String containing source_name, data_type and descriptor separated by 
underscores e.g. SOLO_LL02_EPD 

Logical_file_id The file name TBC 
Logical_source_description Full description of logical_source e.g. Solar Orbiter Energetic Particle Detector Level 2 Low Latency 
Generation_date Time of file generation In ISO8601 format (YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MN:SS) 
Mods Modification history for the file Brief description of what changed between versions 
Level Processing Level of the Data Set to ‘LL02>Level 2 Low Latency Data’ 
Parents Lower level files used in producing this 

file 
Will contain the names of the equivalent LL01 file and any 
ephemeris/auxiliary files used in computing coordinate transformations 
etc. 

HTTP_LINK The URL of the website holding online 
data 

Will be set to either the URL of Solar Orbiter Science Archive or a 
dedicated page for Low Latency data. TBD  
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3.3.3 Variable Scope Attributes 

Variable scope attributes contain metadata applicable to a single data variable or support 
data variable and are attached to that variable. They can either store the metadata directly 
or act as a pointer to a support data variable containing the metadata. For example, UNITS 
is a mandatory variable scope attribute that contains the units of the data variable as a 
string: ‘nT’, while DEPEND_0 is a mandatory attribute that points to (i.e. contains the 
name of) the support data variable that contains the timetags of the data, so SCET(_i) for 
LL01 files or EPOCH(_i) for LL02. Table 3-5 and Table 3-6, below, contain those variable 
scope attributes from [METADATA] required for LL01 and LL02 files, respectively. Other 
variable scope attributes can of course be included as appropriate, but these must be fully 
described, for each variable, in the relevant dataset description document, see 
[TEMPLATE]. 
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Table 3-5 Variable Scope Attributes for LL01 Files 

Name Description Data Type Comment 
FIELDNAM Up to 30 characters describing 

the variable 
CDF_CHAR e.g. “Proton Number Density” 

CATDESC A more detailed description (80 
chars) of the variable, including 
what it depends on. 

CDF_CHAR e.g. “Heavy Ion Flux as a function of Look Direction and Energy” 

DEPEND_0 The name of the time variable 
that the variable depends on. 

CDF_CHAR Mandatory for all time-varying data. Should be set to SCET(_i) for 
LL01 files. 

DEPEND_i The name of a support variable 
on which the (i+1)th dimension 
of a data variable depends. 

CDF_CHAR The variable to which DEPEND_i points should be numeric, rather 
than text, e.g. the velocity bins of a particle distribution function. A 
DEPEND_i attribute is mandatory for each dimension of a 
multidimensional data variable, apart from vectors or tensors, the 
components of which are instead specified using 
REPRESENTATION_i. 

DISPLAY_TYPE Tells automated software how 
to plot the data. 

CDF_CHAR e.g. ‘time_series’ or ‘spectrogram’ See [ISTP] for details. Only 
Required for data variables. 

FILLVAL Fill value that replaces bad or 
missing data. 

As variable Mandatory for time-varying data variable. Use ISTP allowed values. 
See section 0 and [ISTP]. 

FORMAT Format used when outputting 
variable as text. 

CDF_CHAR Use Fortran-type formatting codes eg . “f8.3” Only Mandatory if not 
using FORM_PTR 

FORM_PTR Name of a support variable 
containing formatting 
information 

CDF_CHAR Only mandatory if not using FORMAT. 

LABLAXIS Text for use as an axis label CDF_CHAR Should be as short as possible. Mandatory when not using 
LBL_PTR_i 

LABL_PTR_i Name of a support variable that 
contains axis labels for the 
(i+1)th dimension of the data 
variable 

CDF_CHAR Mandatory when not using LABLAXIS. The named variable can be 
either a scalar, or an array containing one element for each 
component of a vector, for example. 

UNITS The units of the variable. CDF_CHAR Up to 20 characters. Only Mandatory if not using UNIT_PTR 
UNIT_PTR Name of a support variable CDF_CHAR The named support variable can be an array. Useful for including 
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containing the units of the data 
variable. 

multiple units for the same data variable, e.g. 
[‘km’,’radians’,’radians’] for a spherical polar vector. Only mandatory 
if not using UNITS. 

VALIDMIN Minimum expected value for the 
variable 

As variable Only mandatory for time-varying variables. 

VALIDMAX Maximum expected value for 
the variable 

As variable Only mandatory for time-varying variables. 

SCALEMIN Minimum useful value for 
plotting 

As variable Only mandatory for time-varying variables. 

SCALEMAX Maximum useful value for 
plotting 

As variable Only mandatory for time-varying variables. 

SCALETYP Type of axis for plotting CDF_CHAR Either “linear” or “log”. Only mandatory if not using SCAL_PTR 
SCAL_PTR Name of a support variable that 

contains axis types for 
multidimensional data 

CDF_CHAR Variable can be an array containing 1 element per dimension, e.g. 
[‘linear’,’log’] for particle flux as a function of angle & energy. 

VAR_NOTES Extra information on the 
variable 

CDF_CHAR Can be of any length. 

SI_CONVERSION Defines the necessary 
conversion to base SI units 

CDF_CHAR e.g. “1.0E-9>T” for DC Magnetic field. If data are already in base SI 
units use 1.0 for the conversion, e.g.“1.0>K”. 

REPRESENTATION_i Specifies the representation of 
the ith dimension of the 
variable. 

CDF_CHAR “[‘x’,’y’,’z’]” for Cartesian “[‘r’,’p’,’t’]” for spherical polar, “[‘r’,’p’,’z’]” for 
Cylindrical polar. Only mandatory for vector and tensor quantities. 

COORDINATE_SYSTEM Coordinate system & 
representation of the data 

CDF_CHAR Only Mandatory for vector and tensor quantities. Fixed as 
INST_XYZ, INST_RTP or INST_RPZ for LL01 data. 

RMATRIX_PTR Name of a Support Variable 
containing the rotation matrix 
from COORDINATE_SYSTEM 
to spacecraft coordinates  

CDF_CHAR This rotation should not be time varying. Only mandatory for vector 
and tensor quantities. 

DETECTOR Name of the detector or sub unit 
from which the data came 

CDF_CHAR E.g. ‘HET1>High Energy Telescope 1’, ‘PAS>Proton Alpha Sensor’, 
‘OBS>Out Board Sensor’. Only mandatory for data variables. 
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Table 3-6 Variable Scope Attributes for LL02 files. Blue shaded rows are updated metadata that replace their equivalents in the LL01 files. 

Name Description Data Type Comment 
DEPEND_0 The name of the time variable 

that the variable depends on. 
CDF_CHAR Mandatory for all time-varying data. Should be set to EPOCH(_i) for 

LL02 files. 
TIME_BASE Reference frame where the time 

is measured 
CDF_CHAR E.g. J2000. Only mandatory for time variables. Will be set to J2000. 

TIME_SCALE Scale of the time CDF_CHAR E.g. Terrestrial Time, UTC. Set to Terrestrial Time or TT2000 (TBC). 
REFERENCE_POSITION Position in the reference frame 

at which the time is measured 
CDF_CHAR e.g. Spacecraft Barycenter 

REPRESENTATION_i Specifies the representation of 
the ith dimension of the variable. 

CDF_CHAR “[‘x’,’y’,’z’]” for Cartesian “[‘r’,’p’,’t’]” for spherical polar, “[‘r’,’p’,’z’]” for 
Cylindrical polar. Only mandatory for vector and tensor quantities. 

COORDINATE_SYSTEM Coordinate system & 
representation of the data 

CDF_CHAR Only Mandatory for vector and tensor quantities. Fixed as 
INST_XYZ, INST_RTP or INST_RPZ for LL01 data. 

FRAME_ORIGIN Origin of the coordinate system 
where this is not implicit in the 
name. 

CDF_CHAR Only Mandatory for Vector and Tensor Quantities. Will be set to 
‘Solar Orbiter’ in LL02 files. 

FRAME_VELOCITY Whether the Frame has been 
corrected for spacecraft motion 
relative to an inertial system 
(HCI) 

CDF_CHAR Will be either ‘inertial’ for corrected quantities or ‘Observatory’ for 
uncorrected quantities. LL02 files will not be corrected so this will be 
set to ‘Observatory’ 
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4. THE DATASET DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT 

Each in situ team will provide a dataset description document (see [TEMPLATE]) 
containing the details of each of the LL01 files output from their low latency pipeline. This 
document should contain a breakdown of the variables and attributes contained within 
each type of file, including their variable and attribute numbers. It should also contain their 
expected values where appropriate. All attributes, including the fixed, mandatory attributes 
listed here should be included in the dataset description document so that it is a self-
contained reference for the LL01 files of a given instrument. 
 
This document is needed for the SOC to prepare their post processing pipeline that will be 
used to produce the LL02 files. And can also be used to define a CDF skeleton file should 
the instrument teams decide to use these in their own pipeline. The SOC will produce an 
equivalent document for the LL02 files of the entire payload, and for any LL03 CDF files 
that are generated at the SOC. 
 

5. APPENDIX A: RTN COORDINATES 

The RTN coordinate system is centred on the spacecraft and has the following Cartesian 
components: 
 

• The R component points radially from the sun to the spacecraft. 
• The T component is in the direction Ω × R, where Ω is the Sun’s spin axis. 
• The N component completes a right-handed set. 
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